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In our Commentary, Liability For The Post-Sale Installation Of Asbestos-Containing Replacement Parts Or Insulation, we attempted to review objectively an important nationwide trend in the case law relating to the duty of manufacturers of safe products to warn of risks created by products they did not make, specify or sell.

Messrs. Golanski and Kristal (respondents) submitted a seven-page reply, that is an ad hominem attack on the messengers rather than the message — pointedly contentious from a plaintiffs’ attorney’s perspective. Referring to us 26 times by name inside five pages of text, respondents hardly mention the hundred or so cases we cite. Instead, they dismiss the nationwide trend in the case law and related arguments concerning chrysotile and low dose exposures as recycled myths “that have long been hissed off the stage.”

To the contrary, the objective scientific evidence that chrysotile is not comparably hazardous to asbestiform amphibole fibers and that dose matters is so compelling as to be beyond serious scientific dispute. The nationwide trend against liability for products of others is equally real. As the Delaware courts noted recently, “[c]ontrary to Plaintiffs’ position, it appears that the majority of courts to address the issue have refused to impose liability upon manufacturers of non-asbestos-containing products for the dangers associated with asbestos-containing components or replacement parts manufactured, sold, and distributed by other entities.”

Let us look then at these “recycled myths” and see if, in fact, they have been “hissed off the stage.”

Chrysotile. Respondents’ sole cited support for the proposition that there is no difference between the potency of chrysotile and amphibole fibers in causing mesothelioma is a statement made by Dr. Irving Selikoff in 1972. It is now 2010, and “[s]cience deals in provisional truths.” The science involving asbestos and disease has evolved, and earlier provisional truths have been established or rejected. Dr. Selikoff is universally renowned for his efforts in focusing public attention on the hazards of asbestos through his work with asbestos union insulators in the 1960s and 1970s. During that time, he published many seminal studies involving exposure and disease among career insulators. He organized scientific conferences. He established the Mt. Sinai Environmental Sciences Laboratory. He also teamed with scientists, industries, unions, and governments to reduce exposure levels. He, too, dealt with “provisional truths.”

There was concern about mesothelioma and uncertainty as to its cause since the 1960s when it was first associated with exposure to crocidolite in the area of South African mines. By the mid-1960s international conference co-chaired by Selikoff, crocidolite was
established as a cause of mesothelioma; however, Selikoff observed that union insulators were contracting mesothelioma despite having worked only withamosite and chrysotile asbestos. In the publication of papers presented at that conference, the UICC addressed the subject and recommended epidemiologic studies of pure amosite and pure chrysotile.

It was Selikoff himself who subsequently published three papers demonstrating high rates of mesothelioma among workers at a manufacturing plant that used only amosite.

Neither he nor anyone else has published studies establishing high levels of mesothelioma at chrysotile plants, mines, or mills, although there has been controversy over the cause of 33 mesothelioma cases in Quebec among miners and millers.

By the 1980s, Dr. Selikoff’s influence among regulators calling for the abolition of any mining, milling, use or export of any asbestos fiber in any product was evident, and his view on chrysotile and the politicization of the science on that subject had become controversial. Scientific studies were being published during that time offering evidence that different fiber types and fiber sizes posed significantly different risks, particularly relating to mesothelioma. Such studies interfered with abolitionist goals. The percolating divide in the scientific community ruptured into a public controversy when Selikoff organized the “Third Wave” conference in 1990, to which judges hearing asbestos cases around the country were invited and attended, but from which opposing views were excluded or relegated to the sidelines.

The debate has continued. Serious scientists continue to publish studies showing little or no mesothelioma incidence at chrysotile-only plants and mines, but high levels at amphibole-only plants and mines. Studies of some chrysotile-only plants or mines found no cases, some found a few (but with evidence of the presence of amphiboles as well). Based on a meta-analysis of all of the studies worldwide, renowned British epidemiologists with no known involvement in asbestos litigation calculated that chrysotile is 100-500 times less productive of mesothelioma than the commercial amphiboles, amosite and crocidolite. Berman and Crump, who originally conducting a review of the issue for the EPA, concluded that the risk of mesothelioma, stated within a 95% confidence interval, is between zero and 1/200th of the risk posed by amosite or crocidolite.

In fact, even plaintiffs’ most zealous testifying expert witnesses agree that chrysotile creates a lower risk of mesothelioma than do amphibole fiber types. Some dispute only the extent of the difference while others dispute only whether chrysotile can be a co-cause at lower exposures.

Low Dose Chrysotile. Plaintiffs’ testifying experts readily concede that it is the dose that creates the risk. While they correctly note that there is no scientifically established threshold dose below which mesothelioma (or any cancer) will not occur, they concede that there is no epidemiologic evidence that mesothelioma can be caused by an extremely low dose. They rely on the absence of any such scientific evidence one way or another as “the scientific support” for the proposition that every exposure, chrysotile or amphibole, is a cause of every asbestos-related disease. This conclusion is contrary to virtually everything known about human tolerance and defense mechanisms, as well as about fiber retention as related to mesothelioma. Instead of scientific evidence as support for medical causation based on a “no threshold” hypothesis, they cite a 1986 risk assessment dose-disease modeling prepared for the EPA by Dr. William Nicholson, director of Mt. Sinai’s Environmental Sciences Laboratory. Because there is no established lower threshold dose for malignancies, Nicholson built into his model an assumed no threshold — an entirely appropriate assumption for a regulatory purpose, but invalid as proof of medical causation. Using a series of epidemiology studies of groups with high exposure doses and relatively high rates of mesothelioma, he simply drew a straight line on a graph from the cluster of studies of high dose groups showing the relationship of cases to exposure dose to the graph’s zero point for dose and rate with no scientific information justifying this linear model. Aside from the fact that Nicholson’s 1986 EPA Risk Model is for regulatory purposes only, and no proof at all of medical causation, it has been reevaluated as a risk model and found wanting for its failure to account for fiber size and fiber type differences.

In November of 1983, Dr. Nicholson himself addressed the issue of a low dose exposure in a specific circumstance. He reviewed and vouched for the
reliability of a gasket replacement study showing exposure levels of 0.02 f/cc. He noted in his affidavit that such exposures were 100 times lower than the 2.0 f/cc OSHA PEL, which was then in effect. In a letter accompanying the affidavit, he stated that the gasket exposures were 1,000 times lower than the time-weighted exposures he had calculated for insulators who worked only part of the time mixing cements and cutting block and pipe insulation, an exposure group included in his 1986 EPA risk model. Nicholson attested that persons exposed at this 0.02 f/cc had a non-existent risk of non-malignant disease and a risk of asbestos-related cancer that was “miniscule.” He concluded that such work created no discernible disability for those directly or indirectly exposed during such work.27

Exposures during brake repair work are similarly minute, found to average between 0.03-0.04 f/cc per brake change.28 Nicholson and his Mt. Sinai team were funded by NIOSH to study the brake repair workers for evidence that they may be at risk of non-malignant disease. They found no evidence of any impairment caused by such work.29 This study answered the question posed by Lorimer in his published 1976 article in the negative, but its Mt. Sinai authors never published in any scientific journal. Instead, they simply filed it under a government NTIS number.30

Epidemiology. Plaintiffs’ experts agree that epidemiology is necessary to establish causal connection between exposures and disease outcomes.31 Brake repair mechanics represent a large group, estimated by Lorimer at 900,000 men.32 They worked with chrysotile-only friction materials, and their exposure doses were very low.33 This is the ideal group to study for the effect of low dose chrysotile exposure as a possible cause of mesothelioma. Nineteen different epidemiologic studies have been reported from a diverse group of investigators with diverse funding sources from almost every industrialized country. Three meta-analyses have been performed to assemble these studies and to gather data to establish a high degree of confidence in the results. Each and every study, viewed either individually or collectively, has shown that those performing brake repair work are at no increased risk of mesothelioma.34

Lower Threshold Exposure Below Which Mesothelioma Will Not Be Induced. Rather than simply accepting the need for epidemiological evidence to support causation, plaintiffs’ experts generally look to the Helsinki Protocol, a set of criteria on medical causation created by consensus at a conference that included scientists who regularly testify for plaintiffs in asbestos litigation. That protocol states that exposure to asbestos in the ambient air is insufficient to establish causation of mesothelioma. That represents scientific recognition of a lower threshold dose below which a mesothelioma in a particular case cannot be held to have been caused by asbestos exposure.35 The regulatory threshold based on the current OSHA PEL is 0.1 f/cc for a 40-year work-life, or 4.0 f/cc. In most litigated cases, the alleged exposures to asbestos released from gaskets or friction materials of the individual defendant will be a fraction of the person’s lifetime ambient air dose of asbestos. Even in the most extreme case, if a person’s asbestos exposure was from replacing gaskets every day for 40 years, his total lifetime exposure dose would be only 20% that permitted by OSHA. If he changed a set of brakes every day for 40 years, his lifetime dose would be 30% to 40% of the dose allowed by OSHA.

Public Policy Statements. Respondents cite calls by various organizations for a blanket ban of the use of all types of asbestos fiber, including the export of asbestos cement pipe to underdeveloped countries, in support of their claim that chrysotile causes all asbestos-related diseases. Yet these absolutists have never responded cogently to the statement made to the EPA in 1986 by Dr. Arthur Langer, an original member of the Mt. Sinai Environmental Sciences Laboratory. Langer made two points: 1) it was folly to ban uses of asbestos in low-dose, low-risk products, such as friction products and gaskets, before replacement materials had been proven safe and functionally reliable; and 2) it was poor public health policy to ban the export of low cost chrysotile-based cement water pipe to underdeveloped countries based on a projected risk of one cancer in 100,000 people that might occur 20 to 55 years later when the consequence of the ban would be to deprive large populations the transport of clean water for drinking and sanitation, leaving hundreds of thousands of persons to face imminent disease and death from water-born illnesses.36 Moreover, the United States and its health agencies still permit use of gaskets and friction products that give off levels of asbestos so tiny that they can be used in conformance with the current protective TWA standard of 0.1 f/cc.
The respondents’ sole authority for the proposition that fiber distinction is not an accepted legal defense on causation is an unpublished 2004 Western Pennsylvania trial court ruling. Contrary to their claim, the chrysotile defense is alive and well. Recently, in Smith v. Kelly-Moore,37 the court entered judgment for the defendant as a matter of law based on the plaintiff’s failure to establish that the plaintiff’s chrysotile exposure was sufficient to cause mesothelioma, given that studies relied on by the plaintiff’s causation expert showed that the fiber distinction is not an accepted legal defense on causation.

In addition, not all New York trial courts have found Berkowitz dispositive. In Kosowski v. Crane Co.,51 the court entered summary judgment for the defendant based on the record in that case because, while Crane Co. knew that its pumps could be used with external asbestos insulation, it had no specific knowledge of the type of asbestos that would be used on the cranes located where the plaintiff worked. The Kosowski court did not cite Rastelli, but cited and distinguished Berkowitz in reaching its decision.

By implication, the Berkowitz court and respondents suggest that imposing a duty to warn on a supplier of non-asbestos products would be effective in protecting workers against harmful exposures to that later-added asbestos insulation. In so arguing, respondents use their best factual case, one brought against manufacturers of large turbines. Such a defendant would have had actual knowledge that its turbines, built for use in large electrical power plants, would be covered with asbestos insulation. Typically, the utility company hires a sophisticated consulting engineering firm that writes specifications for all of the equipment to be installed in the plant, including multi-storied boilers and turbines and the insulation required to cover both. The contract to build the plant with those specifications is subject to bidding by sophisticated general contractors, one of whom will get the job. The winning contractor will purchase the equipment, including insulation, either from the companies designated in the specification or from those that can provide products complying with the specifications. It will hire an insulation subcontractor that will purchase and install insulation that complies with the specifications. The insulation contractor will hire highly skilled and highly paid union insulators to install the insulation. Each of those entities would have known at least as much as, and likely more than, sophisticated turbine manufacturers about the particular hazards of asbestos and the methods through which those dangerous exposures best could have been prevented.52 Each employer of any construction worker involved in the construction of the boiler, and other non-asbestos product manufacturers face this precise circumstance. Given respondents’ emphasis on New York cases, including Berkowitz,49 that ignore the directive of their high court decision in Rastelli, we provide the Rastelli court’s entire discussion of the issue in the footnote below.50

Legal issues raised by respondents. In the second half of their Reply, respondents purport to refute our legal analysis. Our Commentary surveyed cases in jurisdictions across the country, noting the new momentum generated by two Washington Supreme Court cases, Braaten38 and Simonetta,39 and the likely significance of the pending case before the California Supreme Court on review of four California appellate decisions.40 Respondents, showing a “New York State of Mind,”41 devote their attention almost exclusively to discussion of New York law. They take particular umbrage at the Commentary’s critical analysis of the New York Appellate Division cases42 that ignore apposite New York Court of Appeals cases, Rastelli v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company43 and Holdampf v. Port Authority.44

Berkowitz and duty to warn. Respondents argue that Berkowitz45 is the correct legal standard - that a defendant “may have a duty to warn” if it knew its non-asbestos product would be used with asbestos-containing products. Berkowitz actually says, however, that the duty “may exist,” because the manufacturer knew that the Navy specified the use of asbestos to insulate its product.46

Respondents attempt to avoid the state’s high court holding in Rastelli by suggesting that it was limited to “the circumstances of the case.”47 In fact, the “circumstances of the case” cited by the Rastelli court were: “when the first manufacturer produces a sound product which is compatible for use with a defective product of the other manufacturer,” that manufacturer has no duty to warn of hazards in the other product.48 Pump, valve,
power plant, including the workers installing the insulation, and the utility company whose employees use the end products, has a legal obligation to provide its own workers with a safe work place and prevent exposures to hazardous materials.

The general rule of product safety is: 1) design the product to eliminate any potential hazard, 2) if that is not feasible, include appropriate guards that will keep persons from contact with the hazards, and 3) if neither (1) nor (2) is feasible, place a warning on the product that, if followed, will protect the user against unreasonable risk of injury. The Restatement of the Law, Torts, Third, Product Liability, § 2 essentially tracks that design philosophy. It defines a product as defective if it has a manufacturing defect, a design defect, or if a reasonable warning “could have reduced or avoided” a foreseeable risk posed by the product, and such warning was not supplied (emphasis added). Of course, the designer could have eliminated the risk with a design that did not call for the use of asbestos, but the turbine manufacturer had no control over that decision process — a critical factor considered by Rastelli and ignored by Berkowitz. With respect to the duty to warn, no foreseeable risk was posed by the turbine itself — another factor considered by Rastelli and ignored by Berkowitz.

Even assuming the turbine manufacturer had a duty to warn of risks in another product, based solely on knowledge of the risk, was it in a position to give one? Where would the turbine manufacturer place a warning, given that it had no control of the facility and merely shipped a product for assembly at the site? It would have to be placed on some major piece of the turbine itself. The turbine, however, would be covered immediately after installation by the insulation. What could the warning say that would be judged sufficient as a matter of law to avoid the case being submitted to the jury? Nothing short of the following:

CANCER WARNING
Based on decisions made by others, including your employers, this product is about to be covered by asbestos insulation. If the insulators employ good housekeeping practices, asbestos fibers will be released and may cause cancer to you or, if carried home on your clothing, even to your family members! If they do not employ good housekeeping practices, the risk of cancer will be greater!

Would that warning be reasonable in this commercial context? There is no real possibility that the turbine manufacturer would have been permitted by the contractor to place any such warning at any location on the product where it would be conspicuous enough to be seen by all possibly affected persons. That is precisely why foreseeability alone is not the determinant of whether a duty to warn exists.53

What about manufacturers of smaller pumps, valves, or even automobiles, whose products created no risk at all at the time of sale?54 Fiber dose exposures even by repair personnel were at levels: 1) 750-1,500 times lower than permitted by the pre-1968 TLVs, adopted as regulations by most states and several federal agencies including the U.S. Navy; 2) 125-250 times lower than OSHA’s 1972 standard, and 3) 50-100 times lower than the 1976-1986 standard — by which time asbestos was being removed from most friction materials and sealants used in those products. Further, chrysotile-only products posed a fiber-by-fiber risk 100-500 times less than amphiboles. As Nicholson himself noted in 1983, no regulatory agency had sought to control such tiny exposures. OSHA itself required a specific asbestos warning — but only on products that might create exposures above the PELs and STELs.

This fourth wave of asbestos litigation is without solid legal basis. Moreover, it is bad public policy. Those suffering from asbestos-caused diseases have remedies. There are now $25-30 billion in the bankruptcy trusts established by bankrupt manufacturers of asbestos products, with more trusts predicted to come on line in the near future. Those trusts are organized and controlled by plaintiffs’ asbestos lawyers, and the cumulative totals awarded to claimants are substantial.55 Why, then, should the courts stretch liability to allow potential double recoveries from companies that did not cause the problem? Should they do so merely because those companies have survived since the 1950s as the last remnants of the U.S. manufacturing industry? Must they, too, run for bankruptcy cover, thereby jeopardizing more jobs, pensions, and 401(k) savings of their employees?56 Fortunately, the trend is away from such liability.
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